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The Super Seven Essence program is a journey of active healing leading to regeneration of the 

total Self and the creation of a new foundation for living your life. It is a program for 

actualising more of your Spiritual potential and strengthening the presence of your Oversoul.  

The partnership of vibrational essence and guided meditation activates the elemental healing 

qualities of each aspect of the essence. Rather than taking one single essence at a time, the 

Super Seven combination is such that each essence ‘contributor’ is amplified and given 

expression while being enlivened by each of the others.  

The Super Seven essence is formulated with no less than 4 Master healer essences and includes 

gem, element and flower essences to heal all levels of being. This powerful combination 

essence contains the vibrational contributions from :  

 

- Copper : reduces inflammation, protects against radiation, stimulates electrical flow, activates heart, 

build self-confidence 

- Gold (Master Healer) : regenerates the body, aligns with spiritual vision, enlightenment, balances 

the heart 

- Ruby (Master Healer) : spiritual balancer, strengthens heart, feminine leadership, bridges material 

and spiritual, heals root chakra 

- Pearl (Master Healer) : alleviates all emotional imbalances, spiritualises the emotional body 

- White Lotus (Master Healer) : emotional-spiritual harmony, stimulates 3rd eye and psychic 

abilities, balances all chakras, supports all other essences in combination 

- Rose (yellow) : promotes loving self-acceptance, fosters resilience and endurance, releases body 

memories of trauma, holds everything together. 

- Fireweed : transmutes karma, releases anger, spiritual resurrection after ‘baptism by fire’, initiates 

‘phoenix-like’ qualities of the soul, restores joy and engagement with life. 
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The overall effect of this special combination is of healing, achieving a higher state of balance, 

total alignment of subtle energy bodies with the physical body, alignment of the material with 

the spiritual and more energy to fulfil your highest purpose. 

 

For the ‘battle weary’ spiritual warrior who has spent years delving within, releasing and 

processing karmic and present life baggage, this essence is a true gift to the soul, mind and 

body.  

A note about the numerology associated with the essence :  

- It was birthed on 7-7-2014 = 7-7-7 (the number of the Spiritual Warrior) 

- 7 components in the essence and meditation program (7 mins)  for 7 weeks = 7-7-7 

- 7 weeks of the program takes us up to 25-8-2014 = 7-8-7 (elevation to the next octave) 

 

While the Super Seven program launches on 7-7-7, it doesn’t matter when you start it, as the 

relevant energies are entrained into both the essence and the meditation. 

 

 

 

Your Super Seven Essence Program consists of :  

1 x 30ml Super Seven Vibrational Essence 

7 x 7 minute meditation mp3’s (one meditation delivered per week and to be used for 7 days) 

 

Directions : Take 3 drops directly under the tongue or in a glass of water, preferably in the mornings. 

 Make sure that when you take your essence you allow for 10 minutes of relaxation time to enable you to 

engage with the meditation. The meditation + essence allows for amplification and integration of each 

component of the essence and activates a powerful healing journey over the 7 week period. 

Each meditation should be worked with for 7 days before moving on to the next one. 

 

 

Contains Water and 30 % Brandy (or Vodka) (40% by vol) 
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